
Calm Down Corner
Calming Strategies for little Learners to calm their bodies and feel better

Ways to use this activity:
• While you are setting up for back to school designate a spot in your room to be the Calm 

Down Corner.  Laminate the visuals and strategy Menu and get the calming tools ready to 
use. 

• At the beginning of the year when you feel like your class is ready introduce the Calm Down 
Corner.  Show the area to your students and go through the big book all about the Calm 
Down Corner and its purpose.  

• Take a few days to introduce and model each strategy.  I like to start with 2-3 strategies 
and then as they year goes on I introduce more strategies for my class to use.  

• Think about how much time you will allow a student to be in the calm down area.  I also like 
to tell my students one student at a time.  I have a 5 minute sand timer that I keep in my 
calm down area so that a student can visually see how much time is left. 

• After the Calm Down Corner is open allow students to use it when they are upset and need 
to calm their bodies.  Included is also a parent connection sheet where they can circle the 
strategy they used so that parents stay connected and can use the same strategy at 
home if needed. 

• Social Distance: Laminate the serenity strips and tape to tables or desks for students to be 
able to calm down during social distance guidelines. 

What’s Included:
•Calm Down Menu                                                    
•Calm Down Picture Cards to put a on binder ring
•Calm Down half Sheet Visuals
•Calm Down Corner Big Book to use as you introduce the area
•Parent Connection Sheet to have your students circle and take home to show what strategy 
they used to feel better
•Calm Down Corner Signs
•Serenity Strips for Desks or Tables
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